Neural networks have demonstrably achieved stateof-the art accuracy using low-bitlength integer quantization, yielding both execution time and energy benefits on existing hardware designs that support short bitlengths. However, the question of finding the minimum bitlength for a desired accuracy remains open. We introduce a training method for minimizing inference bitlength at any granularity while maintaining accuracy. Furthermore, we propose a regularizer that penalizes large bitlength representations throughout the architecture and show how it can be modified to minimize other quantifiable criteria, such as number of operations or memory footprint. We demonstrate that our method learns thrifty representations while maintaining accuracy. With ImageNet, the method produces an average per layer bitlength of 4.13 and 3.76 bits on AlexNet and ResNet18 respectively, remaining within 2.0% and 0.5% of the baseline TOP-1 accuracy.
I. INTRODUCTION
A key choice that dictates Deep Neural Network (DNN) energy consumption and execution time performance during inference is the choice of datatype, that is the number of bits used per value (activations or weights) and their numerical interpretation. While 32-bit floating point is definitely sufficient, many applications can use other floating-or fixed-point representations without sacrificing accuracy. Doing so greatly reduces energy and boosts execution time performance on commodity hardware while it greatly improves cost, energy, and compute bandwidth in specialized accelerators. However, today often datatypes are chosen ahead of time without much consideration for their complex relationship to accuracy, energy and execution time performance [1] - [3] . This approach deprives us of the benefits of tighter datatype selection or worse fails convergence forcing us to retry training with another datatype. We present a technique for learning reduced bitlength integer representations at any granularity (e.g., network, layer, or sublayer block of any shape or size). We demonstrate our technique for integer representations as they have been shown to be sufficient for many DNN applications and because integer Correspondence to: Miloš Nikolić <milos.nikolic@mail.utoronto.ca>. operations and functional units (multipliers and adders) are much less expensive area-and energy-wise than those for floating point. For integers, datatype selection amounts to selecting the bitlength, that is the number of bits.
Reducing bitlength yields benefits for data storage and computation for commodity CPUs and GPUs and specialized accelerators (see Table I ):
• Memory: Each bit that can be removed is a bit that does not need to be stored or transferred. This is of particular importance in modern hardware where off-chip memory accesses are an order of magnitude slower and two orders of magnitude more energy consuming compared to on-chip operations (accesses or computation). In addition to allowing smaller on-chip memories or networks with more parameters, reduced bitlength directly saves transfer energy, and in the case of bandwidth limited systems, increases performance by reducing traffic. Low-cost memory compression techniques can directly take advantage of reduced bitlength at layer [4] [5] [6] or finer granularity [7] [8]. • Computation: The operations per cycle throughput of many hardware platforms scales inversely proportionally with bitlength. Most commodity general purpose or graphics processors (CPUs or GPUs) support several bitlengths, e.g., 16b at 1x throughput and 8b at 2x throughput, whereas, spatially composable and bit-serial accelerators [5] - [7] , [9] - [12] support respectively all powers of two or all bitlengths up to some maximum. Our goal is to squeeze out every possible benefit from reducing the bitlength used at any desired granularity and with any priority. Our method relies on an interpolation of bitlength to non-integer values allowing to trade-off accuracy and bitlength by gradient descent, and it can be applied at any granularity: e.g., per network, layer, value, or any group of values in between, as long as it is statically determined. This allows us to target a variety of hardware platforms via a unified approach; for example, layer fusion processes concurrently subsets of the activations across several layers to reduce off-chip accesses [17] . Additionally, our approach allows for selecting groups to be emphasized arbitrarily, allowing for prioritizing I: Hardware accelerators that support variable bitlength activations "A" and weights "W".
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Bitlength Target Granularity Stripes [5] Any A Layer Dynamic Stripes [13] Any A Group Dpred [7] Any A Group BISMO [12] Any W+A Layer Bit-Slicing FPGA Accelerator [11] Any W+A Layer BitFusion [6] Powers of 2 W+A Layer Loom [9] Any W+A Layer Bit Tactical [14] Any A Layer/Group Outlier-Aware [8] Any + outliers W+A Group UNPU [15] Any W Network Proteus [10] Any W+A Group GPUs [16] 1, 4, 8 W+A Group a selected criterion, for instance multiply accumulate (MAC) operation count or memory footprint. This makes it possible to appropriately target costs depending on the deployment scenario and workload, e.g., target computation for convolutional layers or memory for fully-connected ones. Finally, contrary to most previous approaches that ignore the first and last layers, ours is an end-to-end method that optimizes the whole network from input to output consistently.
II. RELATED WORK
Quantization techniques have recently received significant attention as they enable reductions in both the memory footprint and the computational power required by DNNs. These methods can be broadly divided along the following axes: 1) posttraining vs. in-training, and 2) targeting pre-determined vs. learned datatypes.
The most straightforward post-training technique is to quantize a network which has been previously trained to use 32b floating-point and to a desired accuracy. Using this approach, many popular networks can be directly rounded to smaller data types (e.g., 16b, 8b) without incurring a significant accuracy loss. The attractiveness of this approach is that it delivers some improvement with little effort. However, its effectiveness is limited as the entire network must conform to the same data type. Profiling-based techniques can instead find perlayer bitlengths delivering further benefits [18] , [19] . However, beyond a certain bitlength choice, post-training methods will start incurring accuracy loss. To allow further reduction in bitlengths, some post-training methods introduce a fine-tuning phase to recover accuracy losses.
In-training quantization methods generally outperform posttraining ones, as they allow the network to train in a quantization-aware manner. Some of these techniques enforce the use of pre-selected datatypes which can be efficiently computed with custom processing elements however, they do not typically enable increased performance on commodity hardware [2] , [3] , [20] . Many accelerators permit multiple datatypes, or even variable bitlength in the case of bit-serial units, attaining improved performance from shorter bitlengths at fine levels of granularity [5] - [7] , [9] - [11] . Quantization schemes which allow arbitrary groups of values to learn datatypes can thus provide benefits to both custom accelerators and commodity hardware [21] . We propose an in-training quantization technique with learned datatypes. Unlike existing methods in this category, this technique achieves high accuracy with low bitlengths by extending the definition of bitlength to be non-integer, allowing training of the bitlength using SGD. The proposed method also introduces a loss function which optimizes inference accuracy and bitlengths simultaneously, without requiring expertly-selected constraints.
Our contributions are that we develop 1) an interpolation of integer bitlengths to non-integer bitlengths and thus make the learning of bitlenghts possible, and 2) a regularizer that can, during training, reduce the number of bits used whilst minimizing the effect on inference accuracy.
III. METHOD
This section describes the BitPruning quantization technique. The method involves procedures for both the forward and backward passes used in training. We begin by defining a conventional, linear quantization scheme with integer bitlengths in the forward pass. This definition is then expanded to use nonlinear bitlengths and we describe how this interpretation allows bitlengths to be learned using gradient descent. Subsequently, we introduce a parameterizable loss function, which enables BitPruning to penalize larger bitlengths. Finally, we describe the selection of the integer bitlengths which are ultimately used during inference.
A. Quantization
The greatest challenge for learning bitlengths is that they inherently represent disconnected values over which there is no obvious differentiation. We overcome this challenge by defining a quantization method based on non-integer bitlengths which is used during training. We start with a uniform integer quantization between the minimum and maximum values in each layer and expand this definition to non-integer values.
For an integer bitlength n we use a simple uniform fixedpoint quantization between the minimum and maximum. That is, each float value V is represented by an integer:
where Int(V, n) is the integer value with bitlength n, L min the minimum value in the layer (across the whole batch), and Scale is the smallest representable difference:
where L max is the maximum value in the layer (batch). Consequently, this scheme quantizes an input float value V to the following float value:
Throughout training, we represent the integer quantization as Q(n). This quantization scheme does not allow the learning of bitlengths with gradient descent due to its discontinuous and non-differentiable nature. To expand the definition to realvalued n, the values used in inference during training are interpreted as an interpolation between the values represented by the nearest two integers:
The scheme can be, and in this work is, applied to activations and weights separately. Since the minimum bitlength per value is 1, n is clipped at 1.0. This presents a reasonable extension of the meaning of bitlength in continuous space and allows for the loss to be differentiable with respect to bitlength. The final bitlength of each group for inference is then selected as the smallest integer greater or equal to the parameter bitlength learned during training.
During the forward pass the above formulae are applied to both activations and weights in the order shown. The values are converted to a floating point value that can be represented by an integer quantization, and if the bitlength is a non-integer value, the two nearest integer representations are interpolated. During the backward pass we use the straight-through estimator [22] , [23] to prevent propagating zero gradients that result from the discreteness of the rounding operation. An interesting side effect of the simple uniform quantization is a misalignment of quantization values that can be represented by different bitlengths. For each bitlength, all quantization points other than the first and last do not share a value with any quantization point from any other bitlengths. For instance, a range between 0 and 7 with bitlengths of 3 and 2 would yield quantization points at [0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7] and [0, 2.33, 4.66, 7], respectively.
We assumed that our model adequately represents the expressiveness of the network and has a monotonous relationship with accuracy. This assumption may be broken when selecting the integer bit lengths. The most obvious point at which we experience this phenomenon is during the jump between non-integer and integer bitlengths, which is resolved by extending the fine tuning phase. Since this work targets inference, extending training is not considered a significant issue which may be the topic of future work.
B. Loss Function
The loss function penalizes bitlength by adding a weighted average (with weights λ i ) of the bits n i required for weights and activations of all layers. We define total loss L as:
where L l is the original loss function, γ is the regularization coefficient used for selecting how aggressive the quantization should be, λ i is the weight corresponding to the importance of the i th group of values, and n i is the bitlength of the activations or weights in that group.
This loss function can be used to target any quantifiable criteria. For the majority of this paper, we select λ i such that the loss function weighs all layers equally and produces a loss of 1.0 for an 8-bit network. This is equivalent to stating that the benefit of reducing bitlengths is equal across all value groups. In Section IV-A3 we explore how λ i can be used to target a reduction of memory footprint of an activation and weight-heavy case, as well as minimize the number of MAC operations.
C. Final Bitlength Selection
The above training method will produce non-integer bitlengths which however, are meaningless for practical hardware. Accordingly, we adjust the learned non-integer bitlengths to their nearest greater integer. Sections IV-A2 and IV-B2 show that while this initially affects accuracy continuing training recovers this accuracy loss. During this training phase we adjust the weights only while keeping the bitlengths constant. We do this with the same parameters.
IV. EVALUATION AND RESULTS
Without loss of generality we report experimental results per-layer granularity, for weights and activations separately. However this choice is arbitrary and it is straightforward to adapt to any other granularity (e.g., per group of values that would be transferred or processed together). Similarly, it is a simple extension of the loss function to change the coefficients in the weighted sum so that we prioritize groups according to other quantifiable criteria.
We report results when training bitlengths on the CI-FAR10 [24] and ImageNet [25] datasets. For each dataset we examine the effects on accuracy and bitlentgth, integer bitlength selection and finetuning. Finally, Section IV-A3 explores varying (λ i ) to minimize memory footprint or operation count.
A. CIFAR10
This section discusses the results of learning bitlengths for AlexNet [26] and for ResNet18 [27] on the CIFAR10 dataset.
1) Learning bitlength: The networks were trained over 300 epochs with the default fast.ai [28] parameters and with the one cycle policy in Pytorch [29] . Table II shows TOP-1 validation accuracy for a 32-bit float baseline, as well as quantized models with our redefined loss. The bitlength weights (λ i ) are set to normalize all bitlengths to 8 bits and to emphasize all layers equally. If all layers use bitlength 8, the produced loss will be γ. We then changed γ to produce regularizers of progressively higher strength. The table reports the resulting average bitlegths over all layers. Accuracies comparable to the baseline can be achieved with less than 3 bits on average for AlexNet, and almost with 2 bits for ResNet. Progressively stronger regularizers achieve smaller bitlengths albeit at a slight degradation in accuracy. Weights consistently achieve smaller bitlengths than activations, while activations tend to benefit from more aggressive regularizers. This is expected as the weights are directly set by the quantization scheme, while activations are indirectly affected during run-time. the Loss and the Regularizer conflict matters and affects both accuracy and bitlength. Figure 2 shows that the required bitlengths vary noticeably per layer, thus creating more opportunities for specialized hardware; Uniform per network bitlengths would leave a lot of potential untapped. A finer quantization approach would presumably offer even more potential. While both networks show a slight descending trend towards latter layers, ResNet18's first layer requires significantly more bits.
2) Selecting bitlengths: After this initial training, bitlengths are set to the ceiling of their learned value, resulting in a noticeable accuracy drop. There are two reasons why this occurs: our interpolation is imperfect (larger bitlengths often, but not always give better accuracy) and the network is partially trained for the smaller bitlength. Crucially, fine-tuning the networks regains this lost accuracy within 60 epochs. Table II shows the drop in accuracy of integer bitlength networks as well as the effects of fine-tuning. In all cases, selecting the integer bitlengths increases the bitlengths by about 0.5 bits. Finally, Table II shows the validation accuracy and average bitlengths of these fine-tuned integer bitlength versions in comparison with the baseline and non-integer bitlength versions. While the final integer bitlength ResNet18 versions slightly outperform the corresponding non-integer versions, the converse is true for AlexNet. In general most versions produce very similar accuracies in the integer and non-integer cases.
3) Weighted Bit Loss: Finally, we train AlexNet and ResNet18 with a modified loss function to minimize memory footprint or operation count. The bit loss is weighted respectively according to the number of elements or operations in each layer and for activations and weights separately (in all previous experiments all layers were weighted equally). All other hyperparameters are kept the same. We individually consider memory footprint for inference with batch sizes 1 and 128, representing a weight and activation-heavy network, as well as operation count and original loss function weights. Table III shows the effects of the resulting weighted loss functions for a range of criteria. The table shows that the weighted bitlength regularizer allows us to successfuly target different criteria. On each criterion the targeted version of the network outperforms the generic case. However, differently weighted loss functions may affect accuracy and the final bitlength depends greatly on the choice of cutoff in final bit-selection.
B. ImageNet
The networks were trained over 180 epochs with default fast.ai [28] parameters and one cycle policy in Pytorch [29] . Maximum learning rates were 0.01 and 0.1 for AlexNet and ResNet18 respectively. The baseline 32 float network was trained over 90 epochs with the same hyper-parameters.
1) Learning bitlengths: Table IV shows TOP-1 validation accuracy for the 32-bit float baseline, and for quantized models with our redefined loss. The loss parameters, λ i and γ, are set to normalize all bitlengths to 8 and to weigh all layers equally. If all layers use 8 bits, the produced loss will be 1.0. The table shows that accuracies comparable to the baseline for both networks can be achieved with around 3.5 bits on average for weights and around 4 bits for activations. Similarly to CIFAR10, the method is more capable to reduce bitlengths on the weights than activations. Figure 3 shows the validation accuracy and average bitlengths of activations and weights over the 180 training epochs. After sufficient training the non-integer quantized networks reach near the baseline accuracy, however during training both quantized networks validation accuracy under-performs. During training per-layer bitlengths drop quickly and concurrently, within 10 epochs, to near final values. At this point the accuracy of AlexNets diverges, while the accuracy of ResNet starts diverging a bit later. While the bitlengths do not change much until the end of training, they slowly and noticeably increase for AlexNet, whilst for ResNet they continue to slowly decrease. Although the changes are small, they may tip the final integer 2) Selecting bitlengths: As with CIFAR10 the final bitlengths are selected as the ceiling of their learned values, and the network is finetuned for 90 epochs with 1/10 th of the learning rate. Table IV shows the effects of selecting bitlengths and offline-tuning on validation accuracy. Again, initially there is a noticeable drop in accuracy, especially in ResNet18. However, after the first epoch of fine tuning, the accuracy recovers to 67.89%. After fine tuning, the model is able to match the baseline's accuracy. Finally, the accuracy drop of selecting integer bitlengths is smaller than it was with CIFAR10. latter layers, ResNet18's first few layers require significantly more bits. Similarly, the last layers of both networks require noticeably more bits. Finally, activations for all layers require at least as many bits as weights, often more. The bitlength requirements vary over different layers and for activations/weights. This fact justifies the approach of using finer granularities for choice of datatype.
C. Bitlength vs. Layer Position

D. Selecting Bitlength Early
In this section we explore when the final bitlengths can be selected. This approach is inspired by the fact the non-integer bitlengths converge quickly to near final values. However, the required bitlengths slightly changes throughout most of training. For Alexnet, the last integer change is at epoch 53, whilst the last change in ResNet is at epoch 178. We test this early selection approach on AlexNet by training both the bitlengths and the model for their first 30 epochs, and then fixing bitlengths to their integer values over the next 150 epochs. Figure 5 shows that when the bitlengths are fixed early, it is possible to continue training and closely follow the non-integer bitlength version. However, the final accuracy obtained is about 1% worse. This is due to the fact that at after epoch 30, a few layer bitlengths increase by 1.
E. Comparison with Other Quantization Techniques
Table V clearly shows the advantage of our approach against uniform 4-bit (PACT) quantization and a profiled per-layer quantization in both validation accuracy and bitlength.
Additionally, we compare to Mixed Precision DNNs (MPDNNs), a recent work which learns quantization parameters [21] . Mixed Precision DNNs starts with a pre-trained network and then learns quantization scale and dynamic range to reduce memory footprint. We limit attention to ResNet18 and ImageNet. Both techniques achieve a validation accuracy within 0.3% of the full precision baseline. When tasked with optimizing accuracy and memory footprint MPDNNs assigns 10.50MB and 1.05MB of memory for weights and activations respectively. As per the original MPDNNs study these memory requirements are for all weights and for the largest activation layer respectively. When MPDNNs is tasked with optimizing accuracy while meeting a predetermined memory footprint constraint equivalent to that needed when all values use 4b, the requirements drop to 5.4MB and 0.38MB. With BitPruning weights and activations respectively require 5.5MB and 0.67MB. BitPruning achieves this low memory footprint despite: 1) using a loss function that does not explicitly target memory footprint (we still weigh all layers equally), and 2) not requiring the user to specify a target memory budget that is known to work well. Further, Section IV-A3 has shown that by adjusting the loss function BitPruning can explicitly target memory footprint.
F. Hardware Benefits
Finally, in Table VI we show the benefits of our approach on existing and proposed hardware designs. Our approach does significantly better than past profiling approaches [18] , [19] , as well as the 8 bit baseline on all evaluated accelerators.
V. DRAWBACKS
The method presented targets aggressive, but accurate, quantization that can deliver efficient inference on both specialized and commodity hardware. Conversely, there are costs during training to learn the bitlengths. Since the CIFAR10 dataset is small and the networks for it are not computationally and memory expensive, the costs are negligible. However, in order to match accuracy on ImageNet we needed to train for twice as many epochs as the baseline. Additionally, each epoch lasted longer, from 20% for AlexNet to 100% for ResNet18 on our setup: Pytorch with fastai on Nvidia GTX2080. Additionally, memory requirements doubled for the same Batch Size. Furthermore, in this work we assume that the uniform quantization is applied on each batch, that is the batch maximum and minimum required for correct quantization and are known during inference. Ideally, all layers would be quantized based on a constant minimum and maximum and not a dependent on the input batch.
VI. CONCLUSION
The proposed method is capable of learning the number of bits required for accurate inference with controlled increase of loss function. On CIFAR10 we obtain 3.92 and 2.17 bits on average on AlexNet and ResNet18 respectively, with relative accuracies within 0.9% for the weakest regularizer. On ImageNet we obtain 4.13 and 3.76 average bitlengths with AlexNet and ResNet18 respectively, whilst remaining within 2.0% and 0.5% of baseline accuracy. The method can be applied at an arbitrary granularity with any selected weighted criteria. We demonstrate how this method can be used effectively to minimize the number of operations or the memory footprint in weight heavy (small batch) or activation heavy (large batch) use cases. With CIFAR10 and for AlexNet and ResNet18 we reduce footprint respectively by 24% and 14% (batch size 1) , 10% and 14% (batch size 128). Computation needs, measured as bits processed by MAC operations, are reduced respectively by 8% and 4%. Similarly, a modification of weights in the regularizer enables optimizing any other quantifiable criteria. The method can be used to quantize all layers, including first and last, resulting in a simple end to end approach for quantization. The method naturally benefits existing hardware designs that can exploit different datatypes to significantly boost performance, whilst reducing memory traffic and footprint for all devices.
